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10 Routes for Vertical and Horizontal fire spread
throughout the Building Envelope

10.1 The primary observed routes of fire spread

10.1.1 As I have explained in Section 7 of my Report, the fire started in Flat 16 on
the 4th floor of Grenfell Tower. I have explained in Section 9 how the
construction around the kitchen window in Flat 16 enabled fire spread from
the internal compartment (the flat) into the cavity formed between the main
rainscreen cladding panel provided as the external surface, and the new
insulation attached to the original Grenfell Tower concrete backing wall.
Section 9 also explains how fire could then spread back from the building
envelope into a flat.

10.1.2 The question then becomes, when one observes the fire spread evidence from
the night of the fire (see Section 5) how did the construction materials
(including the required materials to limit fire and smoke spread) perform?
What materials were present, and in what form? How did those materials
enable the substantial fire spread vertically, and horizontally, and so
throughout the building envelope? And consequentially, throughout the
internal rooms of the building?

10.1.3 In Section 5 of this report I provided Figure 10.1 setting out on the plan
drawing of the 4th floor, a diagram summarising the primary direction of the
observed fire spread routes during the Grenfell Tower fire. Figure 10.1 also
shows a schematic of the fire spread in 3 dimensions on an isometric
representation of Grenfell Tower.

10.1.4 Those column references are again used in this Section for orientation.

10-1 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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Figure 10.1: Plan (based on SEA00010474) and isometric views of Grenfell Tower
showing fire spread observed and column references for orientation

10.1.5 The External Flame Spread Routes 1 and 2, as observed, demonstrate vertical
and horizontal fire spread, creating a process that eventually engulfed the
majority of all four elevations of the building.

10.1.6 From my review of the photographic evidence — presented throughout this
Section 10 — I have identified this was possible due to at least six (6) separate
Pathways:

a) Pathway A: Vertically, up and down columns

b) Pathway B: Horizontally, across the spandrel cladding panels (above and
below the window/insulating core panel sections)

c) Pathway C: Horizontally along the edges of the head and cill of the
windows, and the edges of the top and bottom of the infill insulating core
panel

d) Pathway D: Vertically along the edges of the window and the edges of the
infill insulating core panel (noting an insulating core panel is always set
between two windows; and a window always has a column and an
insulating core panel at its edge);

e) Pathway E: Vertically by means of the insulating core panels which
connect between spandrel panels;

0 Pathway F: Around the crown of the building facade.
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Figure 10.2: Horizontal fire spread across spandrel panels
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inscreen

panel on fire

Fire spread
around windows

Line of window
opening at head
and cill of window

Figure 10.3: horizontal and vertical fire spread around windows

10.1.7 Figure 10.4 identifies Pathways A to E on an undamaged portion of the facade
of Grenfell Tower. These Pathways are also indicated on a rendered
schematic of the building envelope in Figure 10.6.

10.1.8 Figure 10.5 identifies Pathway F on an image of the façade from before the
fire.

10-3 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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Figure 10.4: Pathways A to E identified on undamaged façade
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Figure 10.5: Pathway F identified on undamaged facade

10.1.9 These pathways are also shown on a rendered representation of rainscreen
cladding installation based on design drawings and observations from my post
fire inspection in Figure 10.6.

10.1.10 In the following sections I will describe how the construction materials
present at Grenfell Tower enable each of these Pathways, with reference to
footage of the fire.

10.1.11 Please note it is not my intention to create a very detailed fire spread map in
this part of my report. It is an analysis to understand general flame front
routes, and importantly overall timescales where individual building
elevations became fully involved in the fire. The very fine detail of the
combustion process and fire and smoke behaviours throughout the fire are
being dealt with by Professor Jose Torero for the Public Inquiry.
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1 Pathway A - Vertical firespread up columns
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(section 8)
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Figure 10.6: Pathways A, B, C and D shown on a rendered representation of rainscreen cladding installation based on design drawings and observations from post fire inspection
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10.2 Requirements for tire spread

10.2.1 There are 3 components that are required for fire to spread:

a) A source of fuel

b) A source of oxygen

c) Heat

Image * Elite Fin Protection

Figure 10.7: Fire triangle

10.2.2 In the following sections I will identify how each of the Pathways introduced
in Section 10.1 had access to each of these 3 components of fire spread.

10-1 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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10.3 Pathway A: Vertical spread up (and down) the full
height of the columns

10.3.1 Evidence of Pathway contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.3.2 The initial fire spread via Column BS was upwards and rapidly led to the full
height of column B5 (which is approximately 52m in height) becoming
involved in the fire within approximately 12 minutes.

10.3.3 Figure 10.8 and Figure 10.9 show the origin and subsequent fire spread
vertically up the column as a Pathway, noting this occurred on several other
columns during the fire, as I have already explained in Section 5.
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Figure 10.8: Earliest image of external fire
observed on Level 4, at 01:14 on 14 June
2017 (MET00006589)

https://www.youtube.corn/watch?v=6AYUZ5Snxz0

Figure 10.9: Fire on the full
height East elevation of the
building envelope on 14 June
2017, estimated time 01:261
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10.3.4 Materials and construction supporting Pathway A

10.3.5 I have described in Section 9 how a fire could spread from within flats to the
external wall cavity, via the cill, jamb or head adjacent to a column, directly
into column rainscreen cavities.

10.3.6 The photographic evidence I presented in Section 9 shows the most probable
route for the original fire spread from flat 16 was the higher portion of the
kitchen window in flat 16 through the column-side jamb and head of the
window.

10.3.7 Once flames have penetrated through to the column rainscreen cavity there is
fuel, oxygen and heat to sustain the fire.

10.3.8 Firstly, fuel is available for ignition around the columns themselves, through
the combustible exposed polyethylene core of the Reynobond 55 PE
rainscreen cladding panels at the outer leaf of the column cavity (Figure
10.10). Polyethylene ignites at between 270°C and 443°C (Table 15, V.
Babrauskas, Ignition Handbook, SFPE, 2003).

10.3.9 The inside face of the inner leaf of the cavity (the concrete column itself) was
lined with combustible Celotex RS5000 PlR insulation (Figure 10.11). PR is
a type of polymeric material and is combustible. It ignites at approximately
378°C (Table A.36, SFPE Handbook, 5th Edition).

10.3.10 Also present in the column cavity at the window jamb was the EPDM damp
proof course. This is a combustible synthetic rubber material that ignites
between 180°C and 378°C (Table 15, V. Babrauskas, Ignition Handbook,
SFPE, 2003).

10.3.11 Therefore, there is evidence of fuel lining each face of the cavity over its
whole height.

10.3.12 Figure 10.10 shows photographs taken of the column outside Flat 13 (left)
and the column outside Flat 11 (right). In the left hand image, the rainscreen
panels and insulation have been removed from the nearest half of the column,
to show the layers on materials on the other half of the column. Figure 10.10
also identifies routes for air to pass into the cavity behind the Reynobond
rainscreen cladding panels. The right hand image shows the construction of
the panels featuring the exposed PE core material around all edges of each
panel.

10.3.13 Figure 10.11 shows a marked up horizontal section drawing through a column
identifying each of the components, and the resulting cavity between the face
of the Celotex RS5000 insulation and the rear of the Reynobond 55 PE
rainscreen cladding panel. This was approximately 140mm in depth.

10-3 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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with combustible
polyethylene core
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the column
cavity
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cavity
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Core
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containing
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Figure 10.10: Images of available fuel and ventilation within column cavities from
Grenfell Tower site inspection (left image — Flat 13, right image — Flat 11)

1 Rainscreen cladding panel withcombustible polyethylene core
I

Note: Harley drawings
do not include names for
the insulation and AC Ps.
This information is in the
Harley specification
documents.

0
COLINN FRONT JONIT

Combustible
rainscreen
cavity insulation Ventilated cavity

Combustible
materials on both
sides of the cavity

Figure 10.11: Harley design drawing showing column in plan view showing that both
interior surfaces of the cavity contain combustible materials (Based on
HAR00008902)

10.3.14 A ventilated rain screen should have the following key elements:

a) An outer layer (the rain screen), intended to shelter the building from
the majority of direct rainfall. Some joints between panels or at the
edges of the rain screen should be left open.

10.4 Os Amp & Partners Ltd
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b) A cavity, which can include insulation, intended to collect any water
which passes through the joints in the rain screen layer, and to permit
such water to flow down to a point where it is collected and drained
from the cavity. The insulation layer should not completely fill the
cavity.

c) A backing wall, intended to provide a barrier to air infiltration and
water ingress into the building

10.3.15 A ventilated rain screen cladding system is either pressure-equalized or
drained and ventilated. The ventilated rain screen system installed at Grenfell
Tower was a drained and ventilated system.

10.3.16 In the case of Grenfell Tower, this cavity runs the full height of every column
from ground level to the roof level. As explained in Sections 8 and 9 of my
report, the Reynobond 55 PE panels were designed to have gaps between
them to permit air to enter the cavity. These gaps are also identified in Figure
10.10, Figure 10.11 and Figure 10.12.

10.3.17 Therefore, the design of the rainscreen is explicitly designed to permit air to
enter the cavity, providing a source of oxygen to a fire in the space.

10.3.18 In Section 9 I identified the means by which a fire could reach the rainscreen
cavity from a fire within the flat. Figure 10.12 provides the key mechanism of
this fire spread through the junction between the window jamb and the
column, through the combustible EPDM damp proof course. This mechanism
permits heat and flames to enter the column cavity.

10.3.19 Once within the column cavity, the heat from the fire will be contained in
part, between the thermally insulating Celotex insulation and the Reynobond
panels, raising the surface temperature of all the materials within the cavity to
the point at which they can ignite.

10.3.20 Once a fire can ignite the materials within the cavity, the natural flow of air
into the cavity, driven by the rising hot air inside the cavity, will provide a
continuous supply of oxygen to the fuel sources creating a self-sustaining fire.

10.3.21 Once the fire enters the cavity, the strongest route of flame spread is upward.
This is because the rising flames pre-heat the materials above the fire making
it easier to ignite. However, downward fire spread is also possible.

10.3.22 In the case of the Grenfell Tower building envelope, the mechanisms by
which flames could spread downward are:

a) Polyethylene from the Reynobond 55 PE panels melting and running
down the building, while ignited; and

b) Radiation from the fire within the cavity (acting directly and reflecting
off internal surfaces) heating materials below the fire within the cavity.

10.3.23 Cavity barrier/fire stops were fitted in the construction with the purpose of
restricting the spread of smoke and flames through the rainscreen cavity. In

10-5 Ove Arup & Partners Ltd
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the next section I describe how these barriers were ineffective [please also
refer to Section 11 of my report].

Aluminium composite
rainscreen cladding panel with
combustible polyethylene core
lining outside face of cavity

Air gap between panels to
allow ventilation of the cavity

Ventilated cavity

Combustible PIR
insulation lining
inside face of cavity

Heat and flame froml..:
2...f internal source :•1

• "

Figure 10.12: The fuel, ventilation and heat available within the column cavity of
Grenfell Tower adjacent to Flat 16 (based on Harley drawings HAR00008880 &
HAR00008902) to support combustion (dotted line denotes continuation of panel
between underlying drawings

10.3.24 In summary, the vertical fire spread observed up and down the columns, was
caused by:

a) The presence of fuel (the combustible polyethylene core of the
Reynobond panels, the combustible Celotex insulation and the
combustible EPDM damp proof course);

b) The presence of oxygen entering the rainscreen cavity through the
specifically designed air gaps;

c) Heat from a fire within a flat passing into the cavity via the window
construction described in Section 9; and

d) Polyethylene from the Reynobond panels melting and running down the
building, while ignited.

10.6 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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Combustible PIR 1
insulation lining inside
face of cavity

Ventilated cavity

Fire breaking through
window opening
construction

Pathway A : vertical
fire spread up column

Rainscreen cladding
panel with
combustible PE core

Cavity barriers

Ventilation gaps
between panels

Figure 10.13: 3D image of the fuel, ventilation and heat available within the column
cavity of Grenfell Tower to support combustion

I 0.3.25 Construction provided to resist the spread of fire via Pathway A

10.3.26 The rainscreen cavity was subdivided at every floor level with Siderise RH25
'open state' horizontal cavity barriers. In Section 8, I presented evidence of
these items from site and explained how these items did not provide an
effective seal in the cavity. They were provided approximately in line with
each floor of Grenfell Tower. These cavity barriers are therefore positioned
approximately every 2.6m up the full height of the column.

10.3.27 An open state cavity barrier does not initially fully close the cavity. The
particular cavity barriers installed in Grenfell Tower (See Section 11 and
Appendix E) were designed to leave a 25mm gap between the outer surface of
the cavity and the outer face of the cavity barrier. This gap is to allow free
ventilation and drainage over the full height of the column. The outside face
of the horizontal cavity barrier is lined with an intumescent material (visible
as the black strip in Figure 10.17) which is intended to activate under heat and

10-7 Ove Arup & Partners Ltd
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expand to close the 25mm gap. Therefore, initially in a fire, the entire column
cavity over the entire building height was fully connected.

10.3.28 Vertical cavity barriers/fire stops were provided with the intention to fully fill
the ventilated cavity on the specific columns identified in Figure 10.14.

10.3.29 As explained in Section 8, these vertical fire stops were not the specific
vertical cavity barriers/fire stopping product specified by the designer, they
were the horizontal cavity barriers/fire stopping product inserted in a vertical
orientation. I observed the presence, or remains of, vertical cavity barriers/fire
stops on each corner column, and each column adjacent to party walls. At
column B1 I saw no remnants of a vertical cavity barrier on the upper levels
inspected and I was not able to inspect the remaining cavity at Level 4 (See
Note Figure 10.14).

10.3.30 Due to access restrictions I was not able to inspect the cavity in this location,
where it remained, for the presence of a vertical cavity barrier and I did not
observe the remnants of any cavity barriers on the top storeys of the building.

10.3.31 As identified in Figure 10.14 the column cavity barriers were fitted on one
side of the column only, and to specific columns only (these appear to be
intended to align, in part, with the general location of the internal
compartmentation to individual flats). The compliance of the cavity
barrier/firestop provision is outlined in Section 11 of my report.

10.3.32 Please see Figure 10.15 demonstrating the horizontal extent of the column
cavities either side of the vertical cavity barrier. The vertical spacing between
horizontal cavity barriers was approximately 2.6m. This means an
approximate area of column cavity (between fitted barriers) beside one
window of 0.78m2, and 2.7m2 on the other side.

10.3.33 For the columns with no vertical fire stop this results in a cavity of 3.64m2 in
area over the face of the column, between each horizontal fire stop (Figure
10.16).

10-8 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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41) Evidence of vertical cavitybarrier not observed
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Figure 10.14: Location and separation (as measured from plan) of vertical fire stops
as identified during post fire inspection (SEA00010474)

75mm thick
cavity barrier

Figure 10.15: Horizontal extent of column cavity where a vertical fire stop is
provided (based on SEA00010474 and thickness of barrier from Harley specification
HAR00008991)
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Figure 10.16: Horizontal extent of column cavity where no vertical cavity barrier is
present (based on SEA00010474)

10.3.34 Fire spread can occur past these horizontal and vertical fire stop/cavity
barriers in the following ways

10.3.35 Horizontal cavity barriers - The initial condition of the cavity is that it is
continuous up the full height of the column, prior to activation of the
intumescent coating (Figure 10.17):

initially uninterrupted cavity
over lull height of column

Rainscreen cladding panel
with combustible Pb core

II
II

II
II

II
II

II
II

II
II

 
Section view of
cavity barrier

:It' 4"p a% 01 ,

Cavity banier with inumincent
Strip on outer seem

•

spread through 2571. 99p
oc!ore ilvrnoecont 570 aCtor lon

• •.

Figure 10.17: Continuity of the cavity within the column rainscreen over cladding
system and evidence of 25mm gaps at locations of cavity barriers (Photos external of
Flat 14).(HAR00008901)
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10.3.36 Horizontal & vertical barriers — The combustible polyethylene core of the
rainscreen cladding panel itself provides a route of fire spread, bypassing the
cavity barriers (Figure 10.18):

10.3.36.1

Fire spread through Fire spread Intumescent strip
combustible polyethylene bypasses cavity activates and fills
core of the rainscreen barrier air gap
cladding panels

Combustible polyethylene
core of rainscreen
cladding panels

Figure 10.18: Fire spread through the combustible rainscreen cladding panel core
(Photo external of Flat 14) (HAR00008901)

Horizontal & vertical barriers — Rainscreen cladding panels can distort
when heated, either through heating of the panel itself or by failure of the
supporting fixtures. This can allow further gaps between the cavity barriers
and the rainscreen cladding panels to form (Figure 10.19):

Rainscreen cladding
panel distorts due to
exposure to heat
and/or failure of fixings

Route around
intumescent layer
becomes available

I Expanded
intumescent
layer

Distortion of panels with
PE core outwards due to
exposure to heat and
flames (DCLG test 5)

Figure 10.19: Integrity failure of rainscreen cladding (HAR00008901) (photo:
CLG-00016837)

10.11 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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10.3.37 Columns with no vertical cavity barriers — In this case the column contains
no impediment to the horizontal spread of fire around the building envelope
(For example Column A2, A4, D2 and D4).

10.3.38 Corner columns with vertical (and horizontal) barriers — as described in
Section 9, the materials and construction of the window installations also
provide a Pathway for fire to spread rapidly between the flats and the
rainscreen cavity (from inside to outside, and vice versa). This introduces a
further avenue for bypassing the vertical cavity barriers situated on the corner
columns (Figure 10.20):

RI

[
Fire spread via content of
flat, rather than around
column face
16-1

Existing Living
24.16 m2

BET
BRC
OF 1

4. WHE
REF
DET
PRE

Vertical cavity barrier
preventing fire spread
around face of column

Figure 10.20: Route for fire to bypass corner column cavity barrier (based on
SEA00010474)

10.3.39 These five mechanisms for fire spread therefore represent avenues to
premature integrity failure in the performance of both the horizontal and
vertical cavity barriers.

10.3.40 Specifically, regarding the installation at Grenfell Tower, during my post fire
inspections I found the installation of a number of cavity barriers to be
defective. This is discussed in Section 8, however a summary list and example
photographs of the main defects are shown below:

a) Horizontal cavity barriers were actually installed above the line of the
compartment floors and around 700mm below the window cill.

b) Channels in the outside surface of the original concrete column created
cavities that were not sealed by the horizontal cavity barriers.

c) Both horizontal and vertical cavity barriers were cut to shape roughly so
therefore were poorly fitting with the original concrete, cladding support
structure and adjoining cavity barriers, and also fitted poorly against the
rainscreen panels in the case of the vertical cavity barriers.

10.12 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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d) The same product (Siderise RH25 with an intumescent strip) used for
horizontal cavity barriers was used for the vertical cavity barriers, with
the intumescent strip facing the concrete

Cavity barrier cut to
permit penetration of
cladding rail

Unsealed gap behind —
cavity barriers at column

acorner joint

Interface between open state

vertical 
barrier and full-depth

vertical barrier

Gaps through column
face profile

Interface between column and
spandrel cavity barriers

Figure 10.21: Horizontal column cavity barrier example - floor 4, external Flat 12.

Poorly fitted, relying on
the activation of
intumescent to seal gap

Column profiles unsealed behind
cavity barrier provding a route for fire
and smoke to bypass the barrier

Cavity barrier cut to allow
passage of cladding rail.
Not sealed.

Figure 10.22: Horizontal cavity barrier in column cavity - floor 4, external Flat 12.
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10.4 Pathway B: Horizontal spread across the Reynobond
spandrel panels

10.4.1 Evidence of Pathway B contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.4.2 Specific evidence of fire spread via this Pathway is presented in Figure 10.2
and Figure 10.23. Additionally, this Pathway is evident in Figure 10.29 and
Figure 10.32.

Pathway B : fire
spread along
spandrel rainscreen
cladding panels

Figure 10.23: Evidence of fire spread along Reynobond panels

10.4.3 Materials and construction supporting Pathway B

10.4.4 Figure 10.24 identifies the materials present in the building envelope on the
outside of the concrete spandrels. These are: Reynobond rainscreen panels,
with either Celotex PIR or Kingspan K15 phenolic foam (PF) combustible
beneath; cavity barriers and metal support structure for the Reynobond panels.
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Figure 10.24: Vertical section through building envelope at spandrel level (based on
HAR00008879 & HAR00008901)
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Panel gap with exposed
polyethylene core

Head of window

Insulating core
panel

Figure 10.25: Photograph outside Flat 10 showing gaps (with combustible PE core
exposed at panel edges) permitting air into the cavity (also refer to Figure 10.4)

10.4.5 The means by which the fire can spread horizontally along the spandrel panel
is similar to Pathway A described in Section 10.3.4.

10.4.6 The materials of construction in this horizontal area are the same as Pathway
A, that is: combustible Reynobond cladding panels and combustible
insulation (either Celotex PM or Kingspan PF) fixed to the existing concrete
external wall.

10.4.7 Air is able to penetrate into the cavity through the specifically designed gaps
that were part of the rainscreen cladding system and identified in Figure
10.25.

10.4.8 Fire can penetrate into the spandrel cavity either via Pathway A or by flames
from internal fires breaking out of windows, passing into the cavity by the
ventilation gap provided directly above the window head as identified in
Figure 10.26.

10.4.9 Once flames and hot smoke are contained within the cavity, or passing over
the outer face of the Reynobond panel, it will raise the temperature of the
Polyethylene core such that it may be ignited.
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10.4.10 The flames and hot gasses within the spandrel cavity will be trapped in part,
in the cavity, by the panel returning to meet the concrete spandrel at the
window cill (Figure 10.24), allowing them to spread horizontally across the
face of the building.

10.4.11 In summary, the horizontal fire spread observed across the face of the
spandrels was caused by:

a) The presence of fuel (the combustible polyethylene core of the
Reynobond 55 PE panels and the combustible Celotex RS5000 or
Kingspan K15 insulation);

b) The presence of oxygen entering the rainscreen cavity through the
specifically designed air gaps; and

c) Heat from a fire within a flat passing into the cavity via Pathway A, or
exiting from the flat via the window construction described in Section 9.

'

Window
frame head

Slab soffit'

uPVC window
head reveal

Figure 10.26: Mechanism for fire to enter spandrel cavity at window head (replicated
from Section 9) (HAR00008901)

10.4.12 As identified in Figure 10.27, the exposed edges support flame spread to a
greater extent than if the edges had been covered in aluminium foil taping.
AIR or PF insulation covered by aluminium foil has a higher resistance
against flame spread compared to the uncovered material. This is because the
aluminium foil covering acts to reflect radiant heat, and to prevent flames
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from reaching combustible gasses being released as the PR heats up.
However, this protection only lasts until the thin layer of aluminium is
damaged or destroyed by the fire. So in the early stages of fire spread across
the material, the cut edges will be more prone to support flame spread.

EPDM damp proof course

Horizontal fire spread along
exposed face of combustible
insulation (at both head and
cill of windows) (pathway C)

Horizontal fire spread via
combustible PE core of
rainscreen panels (pathway B)

Vertical fire spread up column

Column cavity and
rainscreen adjoining spandrel

Figure 10.27: Exposed insulation in spandrel panel rainscreen cavity (External Flat
14)

10.4.13 Figure 10.27 demonstrates the connection between horizontal Pathways B &
C and vertical Pathway B that existed within the rainscreen cavity where the
spandrel meets the column, on every floor.

10.4.14 Construction to resist the spread of fire via Pathway B

10.4.15 As identified in Section 8 and Figure 10.6, there was no construction within
the spandrel panels to resist the horizontal spread of fire.

10.4.16 The only barriers to horizontal fire spread via Pathway B were the vertical
cavity barrier in specific columns, as identified in Figure 10.14. However, the
Reynobond panels ultimately connect every column.

10.4.17 The spandrel panels were provided with horizontal cavity barriers to restrict
vertical fire spread.

10.4.18 The mechanisms for integrity failure/bypassing of the horizontal cavity
barriers were outlined in Section 10.3.25 (Construction to resist the spread of
fire via Pathway A), and the same principles apply to the cavity barriers
situated on the spandrel panels.

10.4.19 Additionally, the cladding rails installed on the spandrels as the supporting
structure of the Reynobond cladding panels contribute to vertical fire spread
by providing a route through the horizontal cavity barriers as shown in Figure
10.28. As can be seen in Figure 10.33 and in Figure 10.6, these cladding
support rails are provided at the junction with the column, and directly below
each end of the new combustible insulating core panel.
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10.4.20 Therefore, the construction of the spandrel panel provided no effective means
of preventing fire spread via Pathway B.

Figure 10.28: Schematic of possible fire spread via cladd
Flat 14)

EPDM damp
proof course

Onward fire spread
through EPDM and
over exposed face
of insulation

Fire deflected into
cavity by window
return panel at
top of cladding rail

Fire and heat
propagate
vertically up
cladding rail
channel

No cavity barrier j
present in u-shaped
cladding rail

Fire inside the cavity
underneath the
cavity barrier

ng support rail (External
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10.5 Pathway C: Horizontally along the edges of the head
and cill of the windows, and the edges of the top and
bottom of the insulating core panel

10.5.1 Evidence of Pathway C contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.5.2 Fire spread was observed along the line of the window openings (all sides), as
shown in Figure 10.29, and along the edges of the infill panel:

Burning insulating
core panels

Fire spread
around windows

Insulating core
panels vertically
connect spandrels
on each floor

Line of window
opening at head
and cill of window

Figure 10.29: Photo evidence of fire spread observed along the line of window
openings, at head and cill

10.5.3 Materials and construction supporting Pathway C

10.5.4 I have described in Section 8 how a fire could spread from within flats to the
external wall cavity, via the cill, jamb or head adjacent to the columns,
directly into column rainscreen cavities.

10.5.5 The fuel available for this Pathway involves the combustible materials that
make up the internal window surrounds. As described in Section 9 the
window reveals were constructed of uPVC which created a cavity at the head
and cill which was then provided with 25mm thick polymeric insulation. The
specific polymeric insulation materials identified in these locations during my
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post fire inspection was Celotex PR and Kingspan Therm range PI K foam
Both of these materials are combustible (Section 11).

10.5.6 Additionally, the new uPVC window reveals were fitted over the top of the
original timber widow frames and reveals. This provides a further
combustible material on the line of the window edges.

10.5.7 Please refer to Figure 10.30 for a diagram indicating the materials in the
window surrounds.

10.5.8 This creates specific linear runs of combustible materials at the head and cill
of each window.

10.5.9 Whilst no insulation appears to have been fitted within the head or cill cavity
between the original non-combustible in-fill panel and the Aluglaze insulating
core panel, the presence of the Aluglaze panel in this form, provides a source
of fuel which connected the cill and head of each window, vertically via the
Panel (as seen in Figure 10.29). (These panels also connect each storey of
spandrel rainscreen cladding panels between windows — See Section 10.7 of
my report).

telotex PIR or Kingspan
PIR foam insulation fitted
into cavities around
windows 

!Insulating core panel
With Styrofoam
polystyrene core

Original timber window
frames and reveals

Figure 10.30: Materials making up the window surround

10.5.10 In summary, the horizontal fire spread observed along the cill and head of
each window was caused by:
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a) The presence of fuel (the combustible new uPVC window reveals, the
original timber window frames and reveals, the combustible Celotex P1R
or Kingspan thenna PIER insulation behind the new uPVC cill and head
reveals and the new Aluglaze extruded polystyrene insulating core
panels) as shown in Figure 10.30 & Figure 10.31 ;

b) The presence of oxygen from the outside atmosphere, or from within the
flat; and

c) Heat from a fire within a flat or in the external building envelope directly
impacting the fuel identified in a) above.

Melted uPVC
window finishes

Softened uPVC window
reveal running length of
window installation

Window finishes entirely destroyed -
daylight visible through cavity behind

Figure 10.31: Internal example showing the uPVC cill reveal spanning the length of
the window internally, passing by the inside of the original in-fill panel

10.5.11 Construction to resist the spread of fire via Pathway C

1 0.5. 12 In Section 11 and Appendix E I have carried out a detailed review of the
materials included in the construction of the building envelope and their
compliance with the Building Regulations. This review, and the information
presented in Section 8, identifies that there were no cavity barriers fitted
around window openings. Therefore, there was no construction within the
window construction provided for the purpose of preventing fire spread via
Pathway C.
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10.6 Pathway D: Vertically along the window edge and
along the edge of the Aluglaze insulating core panel

10.6.1 Evidence of Pathway D contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.6.2 Figure 10.32 provides evidence that vertical fire spread was also occurring
between the spandrel panels on each floor via the new window and insulating
core panel construction. Figure 10.32 pictures the fire spread observed
between columns Cl and D1 in the later stages of external fire spread where
Route 1 and 2 (Figure 10.1) met on the West elevation.
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Column Cl
Vertical fire spread
between insulating core
panels and windows

1--Cl-umr7D.T1

Figure 10.32: Photo evidence of vertical fire spread at the junction between the
insulating core panels and windows

10.6.3 Materials and construction supporting Pathway D

10.6.4 In the "flat" portion, between columns, vertical fire spread is also possible by
2 separate sets of combustible materials in the building envelope.

a) Via the new Aluglaze infill insulating core panels with Styrofoam XPS
cores described in Section 8; and
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b) Via the combustible insulation (Celotex MR and Kingspan KR) and uPVC
surround fitted at the window jamb adjacent to the new insulating core
panel described in Section 9 (Figure 10.34).

10.6.5 Styrofoam is extruded polystyrene (XPS) and is a combustible material with
an ignition temperature between 296°C and 405°C (Table 15, V. Babrauskas,
Ignition Handbook, SFPE, 2003).

10.6.6 uPVC is a combustible material with an ignition temperature between 360°C
and 441°C (Table 15, V. Babrauskas, Ignition Handbook, SFPE, 2003).

10.6.7 The uPVC window surrounds were exposed to the atmosphere inside each
flat, providing a supply of oxygen to the fire. The insulation behind the uPVC
window surrounds was exposed to oxygen within the relevant cavity in which
they were placed. Additionally, as identified in Figure 10.34, once the uPVC
became affected by the fire, the insulation behind would quickly become
exposed directly to the air.

10.6.8 As described in Section 8, the new Aluglaze insulating core panels were
installed approximately 130mm in front of existing precast concrete infill
panels, and then sealed with a combustible vertical piece of combustible
insulation on either side. Evidence of damage caused by the fire is provided
in Figure 10.33. In this figure, the original in-fill panels that survived the fire
can be seen to have been wrapped in plastic foil by investigators after the fire
in order to stabilise them.

10.6.9 It can be seen in the case of the fire damaged panels that the aluminium skin
has failed and revealed the 25mm Styrofoam XPS core, allowing oxygen in
the air to access the fuel surface.

10.6.10 Section 9 describes the means by which fire could spread through the cavities
associated with each of these materials.

10.6.11 In summary, the vertical fire spread observed up the edges of the new
insulating core panels and the windows was caused by:

a) The presence of fuel (the combustible Styrofoam XPS core of the new
insulating core panels, the combustible Celotex or Kingspan insulation
installed between the original in-fill panel and the new insulating core
panel and the timber and uPVC window reveals);

b) The presence of oxygen from the outside atmosphere, or from within the
flat; and

c) Heat from a fire in the external building envelope (Pathway B or Pathway
E) or from a fire inside the flat.
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New insulat ng
core panels no
longer present

WAIF

Fire damaged
new !nsulating '
core panels

Figure 10.33: Evidence of fire damage to new insulating core panels

Edge of original
in-fill panel

Combustible insulation filling
gap between original in-fill panel
and new insulating core panel

Deformed uPVC
window surround i

Figure 10.34: Effect of fire on the infill panel side of the window (Flat 16 living
room window) with example location inset

10.6.12 Construction to resist the spread of fire via Pathway D

10.6.13 As described in Section 11 of my report, the new window construction was
not fitted with cavity barriers. Nor was the cavity formed by the Aluglaze
infill panel and the original infill panel.
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10.6.14 Therefore, there was no part of the construction, in that form, which could he
considered capable of resisting fire spread via Pathway D.

10.7 Pathway E: Vertically by means of the Aluglaze
insulating core panels which connect between spandrel
panels

10.7.1 Evidence of Pathway E contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.7.2 Figure 10.35 shows the photographic evidence of the surface of the insulating
core panels and the spandrel panels contributing to fire spread at Grenfell
Tower.

Insulating core
panels fully involved

Vertical spread
via Pathway E

Insulating core
panels situated
between dotted lines

Insulating core panel

Figure 10.35: Photo evidence of vertical fire spread up insulating core panels,
estimated time 01:26 (https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=6AYUZ5Snxzo)
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10.7.3 Materials and construction supporting Pathway E

10.7.4 The combustible materials and construction supporting Pathway E are the
same as those supporting Pathways B and D. That is the combustible
Styrofoam XPS core of the Aluglaze insulating core panels installed in
between the windows, and the combustible Reynobond, Celotex and
Kingspan materials fitted to the face of the spandrels. Please see Figure 10.36

Fire spreading across and
through the building
envelope impinging on the
new insulating core panel

Spandrel cladding
panels hung onto
cladding rails

Original concrete
spandrel panels

Two 80mm layers
of rainscreen cavity
insulation

Metal angle for
cladding fixings

Window insert

1Insulating core
panel

Single 100mm
layer of rainscreen
cavity insulation

Horizontal 'open state'
cavity barriers

Figure 10.36: Materials of the facade around the new combustible insulating core
panels

10.7.5 In summary, the vertical fire spread observed up the edges of the new
insulating core panels and the windows could have been caused by:
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a) The presence of fuel (the combustible Styrofoam XPS core of the new
insulating core panels, the combustible Celotex or Kingspan insulation
installed between the original in-fill panel and the new insulating core
panel and the timber and uPVC window reveals);

b) The presence of oxygen from the outside atmosphere, or from within the
flat; and

c) Heat from a fire in the external building envelope (Pathway B or Pathway
D) or from a fire inside the flat.

10.7.6 Construction to resist the spread of fire via Pathway E

10.7.7 As described in Section 8, one horizontal cavity barrier was positioned at
approximately mid-height on the spandrel panels (Figure 10.28). There were
no cavity barriers/firestops around the window openings, nor around the
cavity formed by the Aluglaze infill.

10.7.8 Therefore, there was no construction provided in the facade construction that
could prevent fire spreading vertically from the spandrel panels upward over
the new insulating core panels.

10.8 Pathway F: Around the crown of the building facade

10.8.1 Evidence of Pathway F contributing to fire spread at Grenfell Tower

10.8.2 Fires were observed to be burning in and around the crown cladding
construction, as shown in Figure 10.37.

10.8.3 I have investigated the construction of the crown and its materials as a
possible route of fire spread using the currently available construction
drawings. It is clear from the post fire photographs in Figure 10.38 and Figure
10.42 that little of the crown construction remains.

10.8.4 Therefore, my investigation presented here uses the design drawings to
describe the construction of the crown. Should any further physical evidence
be provided regarding the construction and materials used for the crown my
analysis may require revision.

10.8.5 There was a horizontal strip of rainscreen cladding underneath the crown —
and so above the windows to the flats at Level 23.

10.8.6 It appears there was a form of rainscreen ACP cladding attached to aluminium
fins running along the original concrete roof-edge balustrade.

10.8.7 Behind the balustrade is the roof top plant room as well as a walking area.

10.8.8 Figure 10.38 presents an annotated image of the remains of the crown
cladding after the fire. These images demonstrate that fire did spread around
the crown cladding construction on the 14th June 2017.
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Fins still appear to be in
place after main flame
front has passed by

Flames appear above lateral
portion of ACP and near or
under the crown ACP system

Fire in Reynobond
-1 panel above window

Flames in or behind fins

Flames coming out of top of
building face panel at crown

b)

Figure 10.37: Fire in the crown construction

10.8.9 Figure 10.38 specifically identifies that, although the ACP panels on the face
of the spandrels above windows and on columns were completely destroyed,
it appears that some portions of the ACP system on the fins may not have
been fully destroyed by the fire.

10.8.10 I note this as an exception to the general pattern of burning of the ACP
rainscreen cladding system. As noted above, the detailed mechanisms of
external fire spread are the subject of work by other Expert to the Public
Inquiry.

Flames apparently
on face of fins

flames on face
of building

Safety
grilles

Remains of aluminium
cladding support rails

No cladding panels
remain above windows

c)

Remains of Reynobond
cladding panels on
aluminium support rails

No cladding panels
remain on columns

Remains of flashing
provided over insulation
returned onto roof

Figure 10.38: Post fire remains of crown cladding

Remains of
insulation above
windows
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10.8.11 Figure 10.39 and Figure 10.40 demonstrate that horizontal fire spread
occurred around Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 at different heights up
the building. Therefore, while the crown construction contributed to fire being
able to spread around the building, in my opinion it was not the only Pathway
by which fire was able to spread horizontally.

Lateral fire spread
before fife reaches

- . = ;.•
A

b

a) Time estimated at 01:26

Figure 10.39: Fire spread on East elevation

eral fire spread on
lower levels from
column B5 to C5

b) Time estimated at 01:36
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Fire spread in middle of building before
crown around NE column

Figure 10.40: North elevation at estimated time 01:38

10.8.12 Figure 10.41 and Figure 10.42 identify that there is no evidence of fire spread
over the surface of the roof. Damage and debris are largely present only at the
perimeter of the roof.
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Undamaged
satellite dishes

Some damage
to plastic
receiver housing

Roof surface away
from balustrade not
damaged by fire

Evidence of
spelling on inside
face of columns

Safety grille
fallen down

Debris directly
adjacent to
balustrade only

Figure 10.41: Evidence of post-fire condition of the roof taken during my inspection

Figure 10.42: Aerial view of overall roof conditions post-fire (MET00008024)
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10.8.13 Materials and construction supporting Pathway F

10.8.14 Figure 10.43 presents a section through the crown construction based on the
Studio E "As-Built" drawings (SEA00002551).

10.8.15 Figure 10.44 presents the specific materials used at the balustrade sections,
based on Harley's design drawings (excerpted from SEA0003242 and
SEA00013263

10.8.16 This drawing shows that the crown design adds cladding panels arranged as
"hit and miss" fins to obscure the original concrete balustrades at the roof
edge. Additionally, profiled cladding panels are added above the columns to
terminate the column cladding in the crown cladding.

10.8.17 Figure 10.45 is an excerpt from the crown details in the Harley design
drawings (SEA0003242) showing the panel types to be used in specific
locations around the crown construction. As can be seen in this diagram, all of
the panels for use in the crown construction were to be type Rl. In accordance
with the Harley specification (HA_R00008991) the RI type panel is for
aluminium composite panels. As I have presented in Appendix E, this panel
type was the Reynobond 55 PE product.

Profiled cladding panels
linking column cladding to
top of crown

-
SZO

Cladding panel above
windows

Insulation

Original concrete
balustrades

Cladding panel "fins"

Area of insulation specified
  by Studio E that does not

appear to have been
installed on site

Existing concrete roof

I

Figure 10.43: Materials used in construction of the crown cladding (based on
SEA00002551)
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Combustible Reynobond
cladding panels formed
into "fins" on aluminium
support rails

PPC Aluminium
coping over top of
insulation

Combustible Reynobond
cladding panels on face of
building above windows

•

Original concrete
balustrades

  Aluminium
cladding rails

Es5

Combustible
insulation

Original
concrete roof

Window
construction

Safety
grille

Figure 10.44: Materials used in balustrade sections of roof (excerpted from
SEA0003242and SEA00013263)
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Figure 10.45: Excerpt from Harley drawing Cl 059-216 — red over-marks from
original document (SEA0003242)

10.8.18 The Studio E and Harley drawings indicate that the fins attached to the
outside of the existing balustrade were Reynobond cladding panels supported
on an aluminium cassette.

10.8.19 The safety grille indicated in Figure 10.44 was a steel mesh used to cover the
gap between the bottom of the original concrete balustrade and the surface of
the rooftop, and was intended to be used as edge protection.

10.8.20 Therefore, fire spread around the crown of the cladding system would have
been supported by the presence of the combustible cladding panels and
insulation above the Level 23 windows that wrap over the top of the roof
edge.

10.8.21 The cladding fins attached to the original concrete balustrades were also
combustible, however they did not have any combustible insulation behind
and were not continuous. Therefore, it is currently unclear to what extent the
burning of the cladding fins may have contributed to fire spread at roof level.
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10.8.22 In summary, the spread observed around the crown of Grenfell Tower was
caused by:

a) The presence of fuel (the combustible polyethylene core of the
Reynobond 55 PE panels and the combustible Celotex and/or Kingspan
insulation);

b) The presence of oxygen from the outside atmosphere, or from within the
flat; and

c) Heat from a fire in the external building envelope (Pathway B or Pathway
D) or from a fire inside the flat.

10.8.23 Construction to resist the spread of fire via Pathway F

10.8.24 There is no evidence currently available that any provisions were made to
prevent horizontal fire spread around the crown cladding. The Harley
"approved for construction" drawings (Figure 10.46) indicate that the vertical
cavity barriers provided behind the new column cladding were to terminate at
the level of the top of the windows at Level 23. This would allow fire to
spread over the top of the cavity barrier.

10.8.25 As indicated in Figure 10.44 and Figure 10.45, the Harley drawings did not
appear to include a requirement for a horizontal cavity barrier/fire stop above
the Level 23 windows. Therefore, no provision was made to prevent vertical
fire spread from level 23 up to the roof area, including the Crown.
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Figure 10.46: Harley "approved for construction" design drawings showing vertical
cavity barrier extent (based on SEA0003242 red writing from original document)
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10.9 Evidence from my site inspection of the combustion of
the materials forming the rainscreen cladding system

10.9.1 I conducted a post fire inspection of Grenfell Tower between the 1St of
October and the 9th of November 2017. In this section I present evidence of
combustion involving the cladding materials that I have identified in Sections
8, 9 and 10 of my report.

10.9.2 Reynobond 55 PE cladding panel and Styrofoam insulating core panels

Figure 10.47: Reynobond 55 PE panels and Styrofoam XPS insulating core panels
destroyed in all areas

Partially burned
ACM panels

, Partially burned
insulating core panels

Figure 10.48: Partially burned Reynobond 55 PE panel and Styrofoam XPS
insulating core panel on South facade on lower levels
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10.9.3 Rainscreen insulation

 'Photo point -
of view 

Polymeric foam insulation charred
over surface

Damaged cavity barrier

Remains of dadding rail

Charred polymeric foam
Insulation

Figure 10.49: Charred polymeric foam insulation on the outside of Flat 162 (photos
taken looking down out of window)

10.9.4 Window surround insulation

Ptoionobit

\\L Charred polymeric foam
rainscreen cavity insulation,

Charred remains of
cill insulation

Figure 10.50: Charred polymeric foam insulation in cill cavity and in rainscreen
cavity
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10.9.5 uPVC window reveals

Charred uPVC window
surround (removed by
others)

Charred cill
insulation

Figure 10.51: Evidence of burned uPVC and cill insulation in Flat 15

Evidence of fire
spreading into flat via
jamb edge of window
frame

Figure 10.52: Burned uPVC frame in Flat 15

10.9.6 Original timber window frames and reveal

ta$

Charred original
timber window reveal

at 16

Figure 10.53: Charred timber reveal in Flat 16

Photo pant
01 0.60
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10.10 Resultant fire spread routes, created due to Pathway
types A, B, C, D, E and F

1.0.10.1. I have explained the 6 Pathways (A, B, C, D, E and F) shown in Figure 10.54
and Figure 10.55 and how they permit vertical and horizontal fire spread
along the building envelope.

10.10.2 Each of the Pathways described are also all interconnected and so a
continuous process of fire spread along each of them, in all sorts of
combinations, was therefore possible.

10.10.3 The construction materials supporting Pathways A to E also allow fire spread
from outside the building, back into the building. Pathway F, the Crown
system at the top of the building, is fully external and does not interface with
the internal parts of the building.

10.10.4 Observations of the fire from the night clearly demonstrate the resulting
geometric grid formed by multiple Pathways for fire spread over the external
wall. This is due to the interconnection of all the Pathways via the rainscreen
cladding panels, combustible insulation, combustible materials around the
windows and insulating core infill panels.

10.10.5 This full connected grid facilitated fire spread in both the vertical and
horizontal directions, as identified in Figure 10.56 & Figure 10.57. Each
Pathway is denoted by the same colour as per Figure 10.4 (replicated as
Figure 10.54), with widened arrows denoting those Pathways involving
Reynobond 55 PE cladding panels.

10.10.6 These Pathways and their connections permitted the fire to encompass the
whole of the façade and penetrate inwards to the majority of the flats. I have
presented in Section 9 the specific routes that I have identified that could
permit fire to spread from inside a flat into the building cladding, but
importantly this can also occur from outside the building back inside.

10.10.7 On this basis the scenario of multiple compartment fires developing on
multiple floors, and soon after the initial fire spread was made possible and in
fact occurred. This can be seen in Figure 10.59, which is an image within the
first hour of the first external flames being observed
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Figure 10.54: Pathways A to E identified on undamaged façade

Profiled cladding panels
linking column cladding to
top of crown

@@ t
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Cladding
panels above
windows

Figure 10.55: Pathway F identified on a photo of the undamaged building
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Figure 10.56: Fire spread on East facade at approximately 01:30
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvu67d3OuXc)
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B1 Cl

Figure 10.57: Resulting interconnected geometric grid of fire spread Pathways
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Vertical fire spread
1 up column

Pathway for fire
spread into/out of flats

Vertical fire spread up
interface between insulating
core panel and window

Horizontal fire spread along
cill and face of spandrel

Figure 10.58: Pathway between external wall cavity and inside of flats

Multiple compartment
fires on several floors
simultaneously

Figure 10.59: Multiple simultaneous compartment fires (as external flaming from
several windows observed on multiple floors) at 02:08 (MET00008024)
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